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We develop an asymptotic theory of saturated fluctuations in the intensity of quasi-monochromatic radiation 
propagating over large distances in a turbulent medium with a power-law spectrum of refractive index 
fluctuations. We obtain an analytic expression for the correlation function of the intensity fluctuations for the 
case where the radiation starts out as a plane wave. We study the nature of the saturation of magnitude of the 
relative intensity fluctuations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The study of the statistics of the light intensity under 
conditions of multiple scattering of the radiation in a 
randomly inhomogeneous medium is of interest in many 
fields of physics and this problem therefore is the sub
ject of intensive studies. Experimental data on the 
propagation of laser radiation [1-3J indicate strong dis
tortion of the parameters of light wave produced by a 
turbulent medium. This effect manifests itself, in 
particular, in the fact that at large propagation distances 
the magnitude of the relative fluctuations in the radia
tion intensity (scintillation index) reaches values of the 
order unity and saturates at that level. 

So far nobody has obtained a satisfactory description 
of the correlation properties of saturated fluctuations 
in the radiation intensity in a turbulent medium although 
recently much attention has been paid [4-8J to the problem 
of a theoretical study of the intensity statistics when 
radiation propagates along long trajectories. In[4,5], the 
propagation of a wave in a randomly inhomogeneous 
medium with a Single characteristic size of the inhomo
geneities was studied. Klyatskin [6] found that at large 
propagation distances the n-th moment of the radiation 
intensity (In) is proportional to n, where n = 1, 2, .... 
However, if we evaluate the disperSion of the quantity 
In we find. in accordance with [6J when n 2: 2 that the 
quantity O'tn = (I2n) - (In)2 ~ 0, which is impossible. 
When n = 1 we have O't/(I)2 = 1, but this result can also 
not be taken to be proven in [6] as the same method was 
used there for all n = 1, 2, .... 

The present authors [7] studied the asymptotic be
havior of the spectrum of the intensity fluctuations of 
a plane wave at large distances in a medium with a 
power-law spectrum of turbulence. The form of the 
intensity fluctuations was there established only in the 
low and high spatial frequency regions; the important 
region of the intermediate frequencies remained un
studied in [7]. Brown [8] gave a numerical solution of the 
equation for the fourth moment of the field in a tur
bulent medium with a two-dimensional geometry, but the 
results of that paper describe the transition of the 
scintillation index to the saturation regime incorrectly. 

The present paper is devoted to a detailed study of 
the spectra and correlation properties of saturated 
fluctuation in the radiation intensity, when it propagates 
through a turbulent medium with a power-law spectrum 
of refractive-index fluctuations. We present a method 
to evaluate the asymptotic expansion of the solution of 
the equation for the fourth moment of the field which 
uses in an essential way the symmetry properties of 
that equation. As a result we obtain an exact estimate 
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of how the correlation function of the intensity fluctua
tions tends to its asymptotic form and we establish the 
exact nature of the saturation of the magnitude of the 
relative intensity fluctuations for the case when the 
original type of the radiation is a plane wave. 

2. SPECTRAL FUNCTION OF THE INTENSITY FLUC
TUATIONS 

When high-frequency quasi-monochromatic radia
tion propagates through a medium with large-scale 
fluctuations in the refractive index it is convenient to 
characterize the statistical properties of the medium 
by the function 

i)~' D(u')~4nk'S dl![1-exp(iqu')]<D(O,q), 

which is formally the same as the longitudinal gradient 
of the phase structure function evaluated in the geo
metric optics approximation. Here iI> (q) is the three
dimensional spectrum of the fluctuations in the re
fractive index of the medium, k = 21f/lo.. is the wave num
ber, z I the coordinate in the direction of the propagation 
of the radiation, u ' a two-dimensional vector in a plane 
at right angles to the direction of propagation. For a 
power-law spectrum of the refractive index fluctuations 
of the form [91 

lD(q)~(2n)-'f(a+1) sin [(a-1)n/2jCn 'q-("+" (1<a<2), 

where C~ is a structure constant characterizing the 
strength of the turbulence in a layer, we have 

f} (') , --;;-;:D u =Ck'u", 

C=-(n/2")f(a+1)f-'(a/2+1) ctg (an/2)C n'. 

We shall use in what follows dimensionless variables 

in terms of which the dimensionless gradient of the 
phase structure function has the form 

y(u) =u". 

The variable z is connected with the parameter 
z(Q! + 2)/2 which has an explicit physical meaning: this 
quantity is the phase structure function evaluated at the 
radius of the first Fresnel zone. The parameter 
z (Q! + 2)/2 characterizes the degree of distortion of the 
coherent properties of the radiation produced by the 
medium. 

The spectral and correlation properties of the fluc
tuations in the radiation intensity in a randomly inhomo
geneous medium are determined by the fourth moment 
of the complex field amplitude E(u, z): 

Win, v, z)=<Eiu, z)E(v, z)E'(O, z)E'(u+v, z». 
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The Fourier transform of the function W(u, v, z) with 
respect to u 

M(q, v, z) = (2n)-' S duexp[ -iqx ulW(u, v,z) 

satisfies in a weakly inhomogeneous medium the 
equation (7] 

[~ -qV,+l(v) ]M(q,v,Z)=l(v)Sdq,p(q-q"v)M(q"v,z), 

where 
p(q, v)=1'-'(v) [1-cos (qv) lAg-<H'), 

A=2"n-' sin (cm/2)r'(a/2+1). 

(1) 

(2) 

Equation (1) has the same form as the equation of rad
iative transfer where z is the time, q the velocity, v the 
coordinate, y the abSor~tion coefficient, and p the 
scattering indicatrix. [10 

We consider as the initial type of radiation a plane 
wave with unit amplitude: 

M(q, v, z) 1,_,=6(q). (3) 

We can write the solution of the problem (1) to (3) in the 
form of an iteration series. We write it down for the 
function 

M(q, z) =M(q, v, z) Iv~,= (2n) -, S du·exp[ -iqxul </(0, z)/(u, z) >, (4) 

which has the meaning of the spectral function of the 
intensity fluctuations, 

M(q, z) =.EMn(q,z), (5) 
n_' 

where 
M,(q, z) =6(q), 

Mn(q,z)= j dz, J dz, ... r dZn J dq, ... J dqn-' 

" , 

xexp[-.2"nlIT l(V,)P (qi-!-q"v,), n=1,2, ... , (6) 
i_I 

i 

v,=.E q.-, (z._,-z.) , i=1, 2, ... ,n, 
R=I 

ft 'I 

.2"n=.E S dZ'l(v,+q,[z,-z'j). 

We assumed in (6) that 

The expansion (5) is according to the terminology used 
in transfer theory(10] an expansion in the multiplicity of 
the scattering. In the region of low spatial frequencies 
(we shall below establish the boundary of that region) 
the spectrum of the intensity fluctuations can be de
scribed by the first terms of the series (5): 

MLP(q, z) =6(q)+M, (q, z)+M,(q, z)+ ... (7) 

In the single scattering approximation we have here 
, 

M,,) (q, z) =6 (q) +M, (g, z) =6(q) +Ag-<a+2'z d~{1-cos[g'z~J} LP S 

xexp [ _g"za+'~" ( 1 - a:1 ~)] . 
(8) 

In(ll], a solution of Eq. (1) was found which was close 
to the single scattering approximation (8). However, 
the quantity 2'1 which determines the "absorption" was 
evaluated incorrectly in (11]: only the absorption after the 
scattering process was taken into account, but the ab-
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sorption before the scattering took place was neglected. 
The region of applicability of the expressions obtained 
in [11] does not go beyond the region of applicability of 
the smooth perturbations method. 

If q < q*, where 

we can in the integrand in (8) put the exponent equal to 
unity and hence we gee) 

M,(g, z)""Ag-<a+2)z{1-(g'z)-' sin (g'z)}. (9) 

If in that case also q < qFr' where qFr = z -1(2 is the 
spatial frequency which is the inverse of the radius of 
the first Fresnel zone, we have from (9) 

while if qFr < q < q* (which clearly occurs only if 
z < 1) 

M, (g, z) ""Aq-<a+2)z. 

Expression (9) has a maximum when q "" qFr' When 
q < (u *fl where 

we can expand the cosine in the integrand in (8) in a 
power series and restrict ourselves to the first two 
terms. Accordingly we get 

1 ' 
M, (g, z) "" TAg'-"Z' S d~~' exp [ _gazH'~a ( 1 - -;':1 ~)]. 

, 

(10) 

(11) 

Hence we find for q 'Sq* that M1(q, z) is given by Eq. 
(10) while for q» q* 

(12) 

Expression (11) has a maximum for q ~ q *. 

In the region of small values of the phase structure 
function evaluated at the radius of the first Fresnel 
zone, z < 1, use of the expansion (7) allows us to de
scribe the spatial spectrum of the intensity fluctuations 
with a given accuracy. However, when z increases 
random interference leads to the appearance of all 
smaller scales in the field distribution; the range of 
frequencies occupied by the spectrum widens and when 
z » 1 the main part of the spectrum is described by 
the high-frequency asymptotic form. In the high-fre
quency region the spectrum is basically described by 
the terms in the series with the largest n lying in the 
range no - rn; < n < nn + vUo' where no = z (Cl! + 2)/2. 

An analysis of the contribution from these terms to the 
sum (5) shows that in the frequency range q> q* the 
spatial spectrum of the intensity fluctuations can be 
written in the form of an asymptotic expansion: 

MHF(g, z)=,M<~~ (g,z) +M~~ (g,z) + .... (13) 

Here 
~ 

M<~~ (g, z) = (2n) _I S du u exp[ -l(u)zlJ.(qu). 

The quantity M~r has in the region q S (U*fl the form 

M~~ .(g, z) "" (2na) -lr(2/a)z-OI", (14) 

and in the frequency range q» (u *fl 

Mt:~(q,z)""(2n')-'I'r(a+ ~ ) sin (anI2)zq-<a+2). (15) 

The first correction to the asymptotic form of the 
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spectrum in the high-frequency region is given by the 
expression (see the Appendix) 

I 

M~; (q,z)=(2n)-'Az J d~J dq' J duexp(-iqu) (q')-'H2lU 
• (16) 

-cos[q' (u+q'z~) ]}exp[ -lu+q'z~laz(i-~) -z~ j dslu+q'z~slal. 
In the frequency range q S (u *f' we have 

UF {Z-(8_(xI)/~, ct> Y2, 
M'l) (q, z) 0< z-"aq-"-a'), c:t<l'2, 

and when q» (U*f' we have 

M,~;(q,z)""-(l'2hT)2-aAr( 1- ~) r-' (; )r(c:t++)Sin a; 
x(c:t-1)-' ,F, (-1, c:t-l; a; _c:t_) zaq-'. 

c:t+l 

For z « 1 we have the relation 

(u')-'«:q.,«:q', (17) 

and the essential range of frequencies is described by 
Eq. (9); the main power of the spectrum occurs at fre
quencies q S qFr' 

When z» 1 the relation which is the opposite of (17) 
holds: 

q'«:q,,«: (u') -', 

and M~f(q*, z»> MThf(q*, z). This means that for 
q S q* the main contribution to M(q, z) is given not by 
the terms in series (5) with n in the vicinity of 
no ::::J z (a + 2)/2 but by the first term which is given 
explicitly by Eq. (11). An estimate shows that the second 
term of this series M2 (q, z) is of the order 

z-,<-all/aM, (q, z) «:M, (q, z). 

The contribution from the terms with n in the range 
2 ~ n « no - rno will be less than the sum MLF + MHF 

(1) (0) 

in the whole of the range q> q* and does not exceed, as 
to order of magnitude, M2 (q, z) or the first correction 
to M~f so that we can neglect them. 

For q> q'" the quantity MLF(q z) ex q-(a + 1) ac-
(1) , 

cording to (12) and decreases with increasing q. Hence, 
M~f determines (for z» 1) the behavior of M(q, z) up 
to trequencies q**, where 

M~~ (q",z)=M~~ (q",z). 

Using (12) and (14) we get 

q""" {Anr-' (2/a) r (3/c:t)} '/(0+1),-'/0(0+1). 

In the frequencl range q < (u "'fl the ratio 
M~f(q, z)!M¥o) (q, z) is of order z-(4 - (J2)/a. M(q, z) 

approaches M¥of when q > q **. According to (14) the 
spectrum becomes constant when the frequency in
creases up to q ~ z1/a; when q> z1/a the spectrum 
decreases as M(q) ex 4>(q) according to (15). The main 
power of the spectrum occurs at frequencies 
q* ~ q ~ z1/a . We show the qualitative form of the 
spectrum for z » 1 in Fig. 1. 

3, SCINTILLATION INDEX AND CORRELATION 
FUNCTION OF THE INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS 

The scintillation index (the magnitude of the relative 
intensity fluctuations) is determined by the equation 

m'= «/')-(J)')/(J)'. 

In the region of small values of the phase structure 
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(UOr t 
FIG. I. Qualitative form of the spatial spectrum of the intensity fluc

tuations M(q,z) for large distances z. 

function evaluated at the radius of the first Fresnel 
zone, z < 1, it is sufficient when evaluating the inverse 
of the Fourier transform (4) to restrict ourselves to 
integrate over the low-frequency section of the spectrum 
(8) and to use the approximate expression (9) for 
M, (q, z). As a result we get 

2'a+O ( c:t ) m'=--r 1+-
2+a 2 

(18) 

x cos ( :n ) .(0+2)1', 

It is clear that in the region of weak fluctuations (z < 1) 
the relative intensity fluctuations are proportional to 
the magnitude of the phase structure function evaluated 
at the radius of the first Fresnel zone. When 0' '" 5/3 
the expression obtained is the same as the one eval
uated using the method of smooth perturbationsYl 

In the case of two-dimensional inhomogeneities (y(u) 
depends only on ux ) we have 

m' = _2_T (1+c:t) r-' (1+~) cos (.::::) z(aHl/' z<1 (18') 
2+c:t 2 4 ' . 

In the region of large values of the phase structure 
function evaluated at the radius of the first Fresnel 
zone, z » 1, the scintillation spectrum is, in accord
ance with what was said ear Her, determined for q < q '" 
by MLF only, and when q> q'" by the sum MLF + MHF. 
We write m 2 as the sum of two components: 

where 

mLF'= S dq{M,·F(q, z)-<'5 (q)} 

and 
mHF'= J dqMHF(q,Z). 

q;;;'q~ 

When evaluating mLF we restrict ourselves in the ex

pansion (7) to the single scattering approximation (8) 
and use the approximate expression (11). After inte
grating we find 

where 

(19) 
x,F, [!=::; a-1; a;~]. 

a c:t+1 

When a = 5/3 the quantity BLF = 0.6 with a relative 
error of not more than 5%. The accuracy of Eq. (19) 
is determined by the contribution from the next term 
M2 (q, z) in the expansion (7); that contribution is of 

order z-2(4 - ( 2)/a. 

When evaluating mHF we get by integrating the quan
tity M¥of(q, z) from the expansion (13) over q 
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m!,.(o,=1 +o{z-'(o+Z'/o}. 

The term, next in order of smallness, in the expansion 
in mH2 F is determined by the contribution from MHF(q, z) 

(11 

given by (16). It is equal to 

(20) 

where BHF(Cl) = BLF(Cl). The accuracy of Eq. (20) is of 

order. z-2~4 - Cl 2)/Cl. D~tails of the evaluation of m~F(l) 
are gIven 10 the Appendix. 

The scintillation index is thus for z » 1 equal to 

m'=1 +B (a) z-u-o',/o+O{z-u.-""/o}. 

where B(Cl) = 2BLF(Cl). Similar calculations for the 
case of two-dimensional inhomogeneities in the re
fractive index lead to the relation 

m'=1+E(a)z-('-o')/o, z>1, 

where the quantity B = 0.88 when Cl = 5/3. 

(21) 

(22) 

We show in Fig. 2 the theoretical values of the 
scintillation index obtained for two-dimensional inhomo
geneities using Eqs. (18') and (22) (dotted curves) and 
the results of numerical calculations by Brown.[8] For 
large z Brown's curve lies below the curve obtained by 
us. This disagreement is caused by the following fact. 
When solving the equation for the fourth moment of the 
field numerically boundary conditions were given in (8] 
at Ux 0 = Vx 0 = 5.36 which in fact meant the introduction 
of an'external scale of turbulence of ~ Ux 0, Vx O. 

The asymptotic behavior B z-(4 - Cl2)/~ in (;2) cal
culated by us for a purely power-law spectrum of the 
refractive index fluctuations is determined by fre
quencies q ~q*. When z> 3 the quantity (q*f' 
> uxo, vxO and in Brown's calculations the asymptotic 
behavior of m2(z) will be determined by the presence of 
boundary conditions. 

We give in Fig. 3 the theoretical values of the scintil
lation index for the case of three-dimensional inhomo
geneities calculated, using Eqs. (18) and (21) for 
Cl = 5/3. These results agree well with the experimental 
data of[2]. 

Let us consider the correlation properties of the in
tensity fluctuations. Performing calculations similar 
to the ones given above we get easily for z « 1 for the 
correlation function of the intensity fluctuations results 
which are the same (for Cl = 5/3) with those evaluated 
using the smooth perturbations method. [7] 

For z » 1 we have 

<I(O, z)I(u, z»-1 (23) 
=exp [ -1 (u) z)+BLF(a)z-(·-a,,/a{b, (a, uq') +b,(a, u/u·)}. 

Here 

( 4 ) [4-a a ] b,(a,p)=a(a-1)r-' ~-1 2F,-' 7,a-1;a; a+1 

X jd~~2 jdxx,-alo(xp)exp[-x"~a(1- a:1 ~)], 
o 0 

b, (Cl, 0) = 1. When p» 1 

b, (a, p)'" ( - ~ ) (a-1)r-' (! '-1) ,F,-' [4~a. a-1; a; a:1] 
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2 4 6 6 % 

FIG. 2. The scintillation index m2 as function of the distance z in a 
medium with two-dimensional inhomogeneities. The full-drawn curve 
shows Brown's numerical calculations, the dotted curves were obtained 
using approximate asymptotic expressions. 

'm' 

tp . 

1.0 

1 2 3 4 5 (j 7 m; 
FIG. 3. The scintillation index of a collimated laser beam in a surface 

layer of the atmosphere as function of the scintillation index m~ of a 
plane wave evaluated in the first approximation using the smooth pertur
bations method. [2] The full-drawn curves were constructed using the 
symptotic formulae (18) and (21) with a = 5/3. 

1.0 
«-1.8 

1.6(6) 
I .. 
(2 

FIG. 4. The component b ,(a ,p) of the correlation function of the 
intensity fluctuations, Z > I. 

We show in Fig. 4 the graphical form of the functions 
b, (Cl, p). The function 

b2 (a,.'3:.) ='::'(a-1)r-' (~-1)2F'-'[~-1. a-1; a;"'::"'] 
u'" a a a+1 

, 
xz2(2+")/a f d~ f dn n-(a+2) { 1 - cos [ n ( :. + n~ ) z-(2+o)la ]} 

o 

xexp [ -I :. +n~ '" (1-~)-~1 dsl :. +n~s I"], 
b2 (a, 0)=1, 

describes the corrections to the asymptotic form of the 
correlation function of the intensity fluctuations in the 
range of transverse scales of ~ u*. 

The first term in Eq. (23) is determined by M~f, 
the second term by M LF and MHF. It is clear that in 

(1) (') 

the range z» 1 the correlation function contains two 
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scale-lengths. The main energy occurs at fluctuations 
with a scale of ~ u * which decreases when the dis
tance and strength of the turbulence increase. The 
fluctuations with a scale length ~ (q *fl which increases 
with increasing z are weaker in amplitude. 

The decrease in the correlation radius of the in
tensity fluctuations (at the level e -1) with increasing 
propagation distances (in the region of large values of 
the phase structure function evaluated at the radius of 
the first Fresnel zone) is clearly observed experi
mentally. [3] 

The results of the present analysis allow us to 
assume that for sufficiently large values of z the field 
is distributed according to the normal law in a tur
bulent medium. However, the deviations of m2 from 
unity and the behavior of the correlation function of the 
intensity fluctuations in the region of transverse scale 
lengths ~ (q *fl are just connected with the deviation 
of the field distribution from the normal law. 

Let us indicate a number of effects which may lead 
to a disagreement between the actually observed be
havior of m2 (z) from that evaluated in the present paper. 
We neglected in our analysis the presence of external 
Lo and internal lo scale lengths of the turbulence. The 
effect of the external scale length leads to a faster 
saturation of the intensity fluctuations and the influence 
of the internal scale length, on the other hand, will lead 
to a slower saturation of the fluctuations. The effect of 
the boundedness of the beam can also lead to a slowing 
down of the saturation of the intensity fluctuations. 

The multiple mode nature of actual wave beams leads 
to a cut-off of the high spatial frequencies in the scintil
lation spectrum. If the direction of wave propagation 
lies within a cone of opening angle CPo the size of CPo 
begins to manifest itself for 
z> [cpoc1/(Cl! + 2)k(1- a)/(Cl! + 2)]0!/(Cl! + 1). This in-
equality follows from the condition cp oz' > bo (z I is the 
dimensionless distance and bo the dimensionless scale 
of the diffraction picture) which was obtained in [12] for 
a medium with a single characteristic inhomogeneity 
scale. 

In conclusion we express our deep gratitude to A. M. 
Prokhorov for his interest in the paper. We are grate
ful to E. A. Zubov for doing the calculations on the EYM. 

APPENDIX 

It follows from the form of the equation for the fourth 
moment of the complex field amplitude W(u, v, z) in the 
coordinate representation [7] and the boundary conditions 
that W is symmetric under an interchange of the var
iables u and v. All terms in the asymptotic series for 
W for large z must have the same symmetry. 

We shall write down the main term in the asymptotic 
expansion of the solution of the equation for W for 
v r 0:[7] 

W(OI(U, v, z) =exp [-1(u)z)+exp [-1(V)Z). (A.1) 

The first correction to the asymptotic solution of 
(A.1) is given by the relation 

WU)(u, v, z) = wi,'; (u, v, z)+wi,': (u, v,z), 

where 

(1) I (' W(1) (u,v,z)= dqexp ,qu)M,(q,v,z), 

('I I ' HF WU1 (U,V,Z)= dq exp ('qu)M(1) (q,v,z). 
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W (1) and W (2) do here not possess separately the sym-
(11 (1) 

metry under an exchange of the variables u and v and do 
not contain components possessing this symmetry. 
Hence we must have the relation 

whence we find 

M(~; (q, v, z) =(2n)-' I du I dq' exp(-iqu+iq'v)M, (q', U,z), (A.2) 

where 
• 

M, (q, v, z) =Aq-(·+21 Z I d~ {i-cos[q(v+qz~) ]}, 

, 
xexp [ -lv+qz~I'z(1-~)-z f d1] Iv+qZ1] la] . 

USing (A.2) we can evaluate 

dqexp(iqu)M(1) (q,O,Z) I nF 

=Az·+2 I' d~ I dn n-('+'I { i-cos [ n (:. + n~ )z-(H.l/a ]) 
o 

xexP[-'1 :. +nl;I'(1-~)-d dsl :. +n~sl'], 
o 

For u = 0 we have 

S dqM,~~ (q,O,z)=nAz-"-"I/' cc'(a-1)-t 

xr ( ~ -1) 2Ft [ ~ -1, a-1; a; a:1]' 

whence it follows immediately that BHF (a) = BLF (Cl!). 

I)We note that the region of applicability of the expression for the low
frequency approximation of the spectrum in [7] was limited by the 
condition q < q* 
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